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HedgeUp is a cryptocurrency driven by bringing awareness and 
simplicity within the Alternative investment market.

HedgeUp intends to be the first Alternative investment platform 
within the cryptocurrency industry to provide access to a wide 
range of products for the everyday person. We aim to bridge the 
gap between ‘Traditional’ and ‘Cryptocurrency’ investors.

� Lower volatility  
Alternatives rely less on broad market trends and more on 
the strength of each specific investment; hence, adding 
alternatives can potentially reduce the overall risk of a portfolio.

� Broader diversification

� Potentially enhance returns

We believe that providing a platform for crypto investors to invest 
in alternative products such as Wine, Diamonds, Aviation, Gold, 
Fine Art, Luxury watches etc will enhance their portfolio and 
increase growth within these markets.

“By 2025, total alternative investments under management are 
projected to reach $17.2 trillion—a four-fold increase since 2010.” 

Nasdaq

HedgeUp Overview

Benefits of investing in alternative investment products:
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Bringing all major alternative asset classes to the cryptocurrency 
market to bridge the gap and pose more exposure of what 
opportunities it can bring on investors worldwide.

� HedgeUp will partner with established and high-end start-
ups to facilitate users entry into the market. 

� Our experts and analyst will negotiate and formulate deals 
with third-party vendors. Once completed they will be issued 
on the HedgeUp marketplace for users to invest in.

� All alternative assets will be stored in a licensed and insured vault

� Our NFT collection represents either an individual investment 
with our various asset classes (Liquor, Gold, Diamond, Luxury 
watches, Fine Art, Aviation and more) or a basket collection 
from our investment platform.

� Fractional NFT purchases – You NO longer have to own the 
entire NFT, you can now own a percentage. However, if you 
own 100% of NFT you can get the asset delivered to your 
designated address.

� Buy and sell your HedgeUp investments on our NFT 
marketplace (Minimum fees applied)

How does HedgeUp work?
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HedgeUp Investor

Alternative assets minted

Insured vault

Third Party Vendor / HedgeUp

Purchase fractional shares in Asset

NFT minted

Physical Asset

*All third party vendors selling on the NFT platform will be vetted.

*All funds will be released to vendors once the asset back NFT has been minted  
and purchased on the platform.
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Alternative assets such as Whiskey, Gold, Real estate have been 
more desirable over that past 10+ years and here’s why:

The alternative asset Market has grown from $4.1 trillion in 2010 to 
$10.8 trillion 2019. And forecasted to reach $17.2 trillion by 2025.

HedgeUp’s main focus is to enable users to not only beat the rate 
of inflation and profit margins of traditional asset classes, but to 
convert the value of their assets to digital form for security and 
anonymity purposes, whilst still owning the underlying asset.

Alternative Assets Market

*2020 figure is annualized based on data from October 2020; 2021-2025 via preen forecasted numbers 
Source: Farm together

Alternative Investment AUM Yearly*

Year
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NFT Trading Platform

Our easy to navigate NFT trading platform enables users to 
purchase asset backed fractionalised NFTs. Users can either 
purchase the entire NFT or purchase a fraction of it to diversify 
their portfolio. HedgeUp users will be able to receive their NFT’s 
via the HedgeUp wallet or a third-party ERC-20 compatible wallet. 

 
Learn to Earn

HedgeUp will be providing information to the HDUP community 
through our online master class. Join our 1,000+ investor 
community (Beginners & professionals). Our experts and special 
guests discuss the following: Exit strategies, industry disruptors, 
mindset, how $100 can change your life and more.

 
Wallet & Banking

All your investment needs in one App. Using HedgeUP to secure 
your favourite blockchain assets with privacy and security whilst 
purchasing crypto directly using debit or credit card. HedgeUP 
plans to work alongside a digital bank to increase the utility of 
HDUP tokens and provide interoperability to allow users to buy, 
sell and trade products and services using HDUP Token.

Investment Basket

Invest into alternative investment products such as gold, 
wine, fine art, diamonds, luxury watches and lifestyle products 
including yachts and private jets and more. These assets will be 
fractionalized and available for HDUP users to access diverse 
markets and Hedge their portfolio for a minimum of $1.

Our eco-system
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HedgeUp DAO

HedgeUP will be integrating a DAO to oversee investment 
baskets, liquidity allocations and the direction of ongoing 
developments. Guarding our true decentralized community and 
ensuring fairplay. All community members have the opportunity 
to join our DAO to voice their opinion on the HDUP future plans 
and growing ecosystem. HedgeUP DAO members receive 
additional benefits and can access voting rights to control the 
project influence.
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HedgeUp provides our community with access to multiple asset 
classes. By fractionalising the assets enables the investor to own  
a share of the asset without having to purchase it entirely.

Below is an example of the growth these assets can increase in 
value over a short period of time.

Benefits of HedgeUp

Category: Art

Name: Banky, Girl with Balloon 

Purchase date: April 2020 

Bought for: $40,000 

Sold for: $350,600

Increase value: 775%

Category: Luxury Watches

Name: Rolex Steel Daytona 40mm 

Purchase date: December 2015 

Bought for: $14,400  

Sold for: $37,198.50

Increase value: 158%

Example 2

Example 1
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HDUP token has a unique utility of providing liquidity to our 
NFT trading platform for alternative investments into Gold, 
Whiskey, Luxury Watches, Diamonds etc. Ultimately allowing 
crypto investors to access the Alternative Investment market with 
decentralization, privacy and security. HDUP token is not only 
an instrument empowering the global adoption of Alternative 
investment products within the crypto sphere, but it will also have 
utility across the products in the ecosystem, driving further value 
for the HDUP Token and the community involved.

HDUP is built on the Ethereum blockchain with the intention of 
expanding token accessibility by bridging our smart contract to 
alternative blockchains and DLTs. Our decision to create a max 
supply of 620,000,000 tokens coincides with the long term utility 
of HDUP as a store of value with liquidity to transact globally. 

The HDUP token utility was solely designed to reward our early 
adopters and investors, our token raise enables the HedgeUp 
team to complete and support projects built within our ecosystem 
to create a robust platform the world will love and benefit from.

HDUP token holders have the opportunity of accessing various 
benefits of the crypto and alternative markets, our community 
members will be incentivized for staking and locking their HDUP 
tokens in the treasury, via staking events. Staked HDUP tokens 
locked by the members will be contributed to the liquidity pool 
and will create a strong market and better trading opportunities 
for the entire community. Join the HDUP token event to access 
HDUP as an early adopter, this ensures you receive the token 
benefits throughout the HedgeUp journey. 

HDUP Token benefits



As a way of rewarding our token holders, we have decided to offer 
tiered packaged offerings, depending on your level of investment. 

Please note: There are limited spaces in each Tier.

Club membership Rewards

Tier 1 Membership - Alternative Exclusive - 350 Spaces available 

� 1 Free HDUP NFT

�  24/7 support

� Product Listing signals

Tier 2 Membership - Alternative Pro - 150 Spaces available 

� 2 Free HDUP NFT

� 24/7 support

� Product Listing signals

� 1-2-1 tutorial with Investor expert

� Access to exclusive & rare product listings

Tier 3 Membership - Alternative Alpha - 50 Spaces available 

� 3 Free HDUP NFT

� 24/7 support

� Product Listing signals

� 1-2-1 tutorial with Investor expert

� Access to exclusive & rare product listings

� Home delivered Investment sample basket

�	Direct access to ‘Head of Asset Acquisition’

WWW.HEDGEUP.IO
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Tokenomics

Token details

Token Ticker: HDUP

Start Date: 19th December 2022 

Presale Tokens: 161,200,000

Total Supply: 620,000,000 

Min Launch Price: 0.09 

Token Launch Date: TBC

Token Distribution 620,000,000

Marketing: 15%

Founders and team: 12%

HedgeUp Fund: 14%

Exchange listings: 19%

Staking & Rewards: 8%

Advisory & Partners: 4%

Charity: 2%

Founders & Team tokens are locked for 18-months and moderately 
released to the shared wallet once a month for a 18-month period 
after agreed lock-in period.

Advisory and partners & ‘Reserved’ tokens will also be locked  
for a 18-month period.
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Tokenomics

Presale stages

HDUP token has 8 stages of the presale. We have incorporated a 
dynamic pricing structure to reward our early adopters.

Token Details

Token Distribution

Token Ticker $HDUP

Presale Start Date 19th Dec 2022

Presale Tokens 163,728,125

Total Supply 620,000,000

Min Launch Price 0.09 USD

Token Launch Date TBC

Token Sale 26%

Partners 4%

Founders & Team 12%

Staking & Rewards 8%

Marketing 15%

Charity 2%

HedgeUp Fund 14%

Exchange Listings 19%
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Presale

Stage Price $HDUP amount Amount in USD

1 0.0090 30,858,750 $277,728.00

2 0.0135 10,286,250 $833,186.00

3 0.0202 41,145,000 $1,349,761.00

4 0.0364 20,572,500 $877,345.00

5 0.0437 30,858,750 $833,344.00

6 0.0567 15,429,375 $735,029.00

7 0.0682 10,286,250 $749,867.00

8 0.0887 4,286,250 $138,864.00

Token Distribution

Buy Tax 0%

Sell Tax 5%

Token redistribution 1%

Marketing 2%

LP admission fee 2%
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Back end developer 
Frederick Reed
Frederick is aa highly skilled software developer with 
17+ years of experience writing powerful and concise 
code in a variety of languages, including C, C#, Java, 
SQL. Extremely proficient in object-oriented design and 
architectural design patterns. His experience using TDD 
to create reliable and scalable software has enhanced his 
focus on backend development within the Fintech and 
Crypto industry.

Senior Developer 
Aleksander Nowak
Has been an IT engineer for more than 12 years, 
including the backend part, Database optimisation, 
server setup, WEB3 , DevOps, custom blockchain 
development and API of other services. My experience 
spreads from developing projects in JavaScript, Python, 
Golang, Rust, C++, Dart, Erlang and Solidity.

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) 
Sophia Bennet 
Sophia has Web3 CMO experience, with 4+ years in 
crypto, 10+ years in marketing. Successful track record 
leading marketing, brand and PR campaigns for rapid 
growth with Web3 and Fintech companies. Her sole 
purpose is to help crypto founders blitz scale their 
communities, user acquisition/engagement and sales. 
She has managed $50,000,000.00+ in annual digital 
spend, resulting in 5X+ annual revenue.

Team
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Senior Broker - Alternative Assets | Europe, US & Asia- Pacific 
Alan Snyder
A professional inter-dealer broker with over 10+ years 
experience across Broking, Trading and Analysis through 
a multitude of financial products for personal and top 
tier international organisations, covering numerous 
roles from Mortgage broking, Commodities, Equities, 
Alternatives & Futures.

Senior Broker - Head of product acquisition 
Peter Campbell
Peters 8+ years experience, broking alternative asset 
deals across EMEA & US has lead him to HedgeUP as our 
Head of product acquisition lead. His sole responsibility 
it to acquire Alternative Assets world wide to increase 
potential profit margins for HedgeUp users whilst using 
our NFT trading platform.
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FAQs
1. How can I invest into the presale?  

Simply click the ‘Buy Now’ button now and choose from a 
variety of cryptocurrencies to make payment.

2. What is the maximum and minimum investment amount? 
We believe in creating opportunity for ALL. There is No 
minimum, however the maximum is $500,000.

3. When will I receive my tokens? 
Tokens will be sent to $HDUP Holders prior to launching.

4. What Blockchain is HedgeUp built on? 
We are built on Ethereum, with intentions to migrate to 
Binance and Stellar for lower fees and faster blockchain 
transactions.

5. What Exchange platform will $HDUP be listed on? 
Uniswap.

6. What is the total supply of tokens? 
620,000,000

7. What date will $HDUP launch? 
We will launch once all 8 stages are completed.

8. Are the Tokens vested? 
You will receive 25% or more tokens on launch depend on 
what stage you purchased HDUP tokens, and will receive the 
remaining tokens over a 3 month period.
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Official website:  
https://hedgeup.io/ 

support queries:  
info@hedgeup.io 

Telegram:  
https://t.me/HedgeUpChat

Facebook:  
https://www.facebook.com/HedgeUpOfficial 

Twitter:  
https://twitter.com/HedgeUpOfficial

Discord:  
HedgeUpOfficial

Contact information
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Disclaimer
Licenses and approvals are not assured in all jurisdictions

HDUP endeavors to conduct its operation by complying with all applicable 
regulations and laws with the intention to obtain essential licenses and 
approvals. In various jurisdictions that are relevant to activities taking place, 
regulatory licenses and/or approvals will likely be required. As a result, the 
development roll-out of the described initiatives in this whitepaper is not 
guaranteed. No individual or entity guarantees warranties or assurances that 
any such licenses or approval will be obtained within an allocated timeframe. 
This potentially requires the restructuring of these initiatives and/or will be 
unavailable partly or in its entirety.

Additionally, the developmental process of any initiative is proposed to be 
implemented in stages. During specific stages of the process, the project 
potentially will rely on an affinity with essential third-party entities. In the 
event these entities are no longer appropriately licensed in the relevant 
jurisdiction, this is likely to impact HedgeUp’s reliability of services of that 
party.

No advice
This whitepaper does not provide financial advice, investment advice, trading 
advice or any recommendation by HedgeUp, its representatives, employees, 
consultants, directors, or affliates on the merits of purchasing HDUP tokens 
nor should it be referenced in relation to any other contract or purchasing 
decision.

Not a sale of security
This whitepaper is not an offer or proposal to purchase any security, 
regulated products or financial instrument in any jurisdiction. In addition, 
this whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering 
document. HDUP tokens are not structured or sold as securities in HedgeUp. 
Token HDUP owners are not entitled to any rights in HedgeUp or any of its 
affiliates, including equity, shares, units, royalties to capital, profit, returns or 
income in HedgeUp or any other company or intellectual property associated 
with HedgeUp.

No representations
No representations and/or warranties were presented to the recipients of 
this whitepaper or its advisers as to the veracity or fullness of information, 
statements, opinions, or matter (expressed or implied) ascending or 
derived from or contained in this whitepaper or any omission from this 
document or alternative written or oral information and opinions   provided 
currently or in the future to any relevant party or their advisers. The HDUP 
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tokens, presented in this whitepaper, are continuously updated and under 
development. Updates include, but are not limited to, key governance and 
technical features. Once (if applicable) the HDUP tokens are complete, they 
may differ significantly from the outline presented in the whitepaper. No 
representation or warranty is provided regarding the attainment or acumen 
of any plans, current or future projection, or prospects. No aspect of this 
document should be relied upon as a guarantee or depiction of the future. 
All liability for any damage  or loss of any kind (both foreseeable or not and in 
any case HedgeUp has been advised of the potential of such damage or loss) 
which may arise from any individual acting on any information and opinions 
presented in this whitepaper or further information made available in 
conjunction or connection with any further inquiries, against any negligence, 
default, or lack of care, is disclaimed to the fullest extent.

Third-party data
References obtained from third-party sources are featured in this whitepaper. 
Management concludes that data is accurate and reliable, nonetheless, they 
have not been submitted for an independent audit, verification, or analysis 
by a legal, accounting, engineering, or financial advisor or firm. There is no 
guarantee of the accuracy, reliability, or entirety of the data. Translations 
English is the primary language for presenting material in this whitepaper. 
All translation is not certified by any person and is for reference purposes 
only and the accuracy and entirety of any translation cannot be guaranteed. 
Any inconsistency between a translation and the original version of this 
whitepaper, the English version will overrule.

Restricted Transmission 

Prohibited or restricted jurisdictions for dissemination or distribution, this 
whitepaper should not be taken or transmitted.

Views of HedgeUp
There is no reflection of official policy or position of any government, quasi-
government, authority or public body (including, but not limited to any 
regulatory body) in any jurisdiction of the views and opinions presented in 
this whitepaper.

Third-party references
The mention of specific companies, networks, and/or potential use cases 
in this whitepaper are reference descriptive purposely only. This mention 
of any company and/or platform  does not signify any affliation with 
recommendation or endorsement of/ by those parties.

All references to ‘dollars,’ USD, or ‘$’ are references to the United States 
Dollars unless otherwise stated.
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Graphics
All featured graphics in the whitepaper are for illustrative purposes only. 
Particularly graphics featuring price references are not a direct translation of 
actual pricing information.

Risk statements
The purchase of HDUP tokens implicates consequential risk and potentially 
gives rise to a loss of a substantial or entire allocated money. Preceding 
the purchase of HDUP tokens,  the purchaser should prudently assess and 
consider the risks, including those listed in alternative documentation. HDUP 
tokens should not be purchased for speculative or investment purposes. A 
full understanding of the nature of the HDUP tokens and acceptance of the 
risks inherent to the HDUP tokens should be had prior to the purchase of 

HDUP tokens
Cryptographic tokens potentially are subject to expropriation and/or theft; 
professional hackers or other malignant organizations could attempt to 
impede our network or system in varied ways, including malware attacks, 
denial of service attacks, consensus-based  attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, 
and spoofing which potentially could result in your loss of cryptographic 
tokens, your ability to access or manage our cryptographic tokens. In this 
circumstance, there may be no redress, compensation, or refund. The 
governing status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is presently 
precarious, varies among jurisdictions and is subject to significant 
uncertainty. Potentially in the future, laws, regulations policies  or rules 
associated with cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, 
or blockchain applications may be implemented that potentially impact or 
restrict   cryptographic token holders’ right to trade, convert, sell, and hold, 
own, use or acquire cryptographic tokens. The ambiguity in tax legislation 
associated with cryptographic tokens and digital assets potentially exposes 
the cryptographic token holder to tax consequences associated with the use 
of trading of cryptographic tokens. Digital assets and associated products 
and services bear significant risk. Future purchasers should consider all of 
the above and determine risks independently and consult externally before 
making any decisions.

Professional advice
It is advised to consult professional advisors such as a lawyer, accountant, tax 
professional or other professional advisors where necessary preceding the 
purchase of HDUP tokens.
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Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This whitepaper includes particular progressive language and proclamation 
regarding the business we operate which are based on the beliefs of 
HedgeUp including assumptions and information available to HedgeUp. 
Progressive statements, by nature, are subject to particular risk and 
ambiguity. These statements potentially involve estimates and assumptions 
and are subject to risks, uncertainties and other attributes beyond our 
prediction and control. Subsequently, these components potentially cause 
actual results or outcomes that alter materially from those conveyed in these 
progressive statements. Any progressive statement addresses only as of the 
date of which such statement is made, we undertake no obligation to amend 
any progressive statements to reflect circumstances or events following 
the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of 
unanticipated events.


